Read some or all of the following detective, crime and mystery novels.

Write a book review for one of them and hand it in to your English teacher in September!

1. The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow – Katherine Woodfine
   “A wonderful book with a glorious heroine and a true spirit of adventure!”
2. Death or Ice Cream? – Gareth P Jones
   “Thought provoking, funny and moving”
3. Nancy Parker’s Diary of Detection – Julia Lee
   “Who’s sneaking about stealing silver and jewels? What is cook’s dark secret? Could Mrs Bryce be mixed up in murder?”
   “Twelve dastardly crimes have been committed. They seem impossible….but can you solve them?”
5. Killer Game – Kirsty McKay
   “This is killer and you’ve all been invited to play. And you should play like your life depends on it”
6. The Double Clue – Agatha Christie.
   “The perfect introduction to Agatha Christie’s work – the best-selling novelist of all time”

Enjoy!!